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Pensions Ombudsman Service 
11 Belgrave Road 
London SW1V 1RB 

 
Personal Pension Plan: P56879Q 
S2P Replacement Plan: N80803X  

NI No: XX 99 99 99 X

 
Please find enclosed my completed application form in respect of my complaint against Scottish Widows. 
This concerns their refusal to encash the above two Personal Pension Plans. I am sending this by courier as 
there is no option to send it electronically, and ordinary post between the UK and Mexico (as I continually 
emphasise) is not a practical means of communication (usually taking 2-3 months, sometimes longer). For 
this reason, please use email if at all possible. 
 
It is hardly practical to enclose paper copies of all the documentation that you may require for this case. 
However, I have created a website that serves as the source of documentation on my side: 
 www.vivazamora.mx/ScottishWidowsComplaint 
Although I understand that you will probably not normally work from websites, I think that this provides a 
much more convenient way to get an overview of my case than you could get from paper. But for your 
convenience, the last page of the website contains a complete list of printable PDF documents with 
descriptions so that they can be selected and downloaded as required: 
 www.vivazamora.mx/ScottishWidowsComplaint/Documents.html 
All textual content in these PDF documents is complete and unedited. There are a few postal items of 
peripheral interest that can only be viewed as popup images of the first page on the Chronology & 
Documents page of the website. Otherwise, the PDF documents contain the complete correspondence. 
There are also four PDF documents (with hyperlinks) that mirror the main pages of the website, plus the 
eight documents I sent to Scottish Widows as verification. 
 
The Final Response from Scottish Widows is the last document in the Correspondence section. This ignores 
the main issue of the case, preferring instead to concentrate on the poor communication, for which the 
blame is laid entirely on the Mexican postal service. 
 
The main issue is that Scottish Widows imposed and rigidly enforced verification requirements that were 
impossible for me to fulfil. In particular, I was unable to verify my address to their satisfaction, due to 
legitimate circumstances that I explained in some detail. My application was closed, even though they had 
definitive proof of my identity in the details of the bank account to which payment was to be made. Their 
Final Response reasserted their verification demands, so I remain unable to encash my pension. 
 
My investigations indicate that Scottish Widows´ verification demands are not just grossly excessive, but 
entirely without valid basis. I believe that in particular, the following two areas should be examined: firstly 
the reasonableness or validity of their verification requirements as expressed in their documents; secondly 
whether it was reasonable for them to insist on responding to my emails by post. 

 
Yours sincerely, 
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